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NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE
WINTER 1979

Great runners, behind the scenes
"Last call, flight 101 to Pluto ... "
The art of teaching

Reflections
A Tribute to

Grady
Holland
E. Grady Holland, Associate Professor
of
English
and
Journalism
at
Northwestern, died December 14 in the
Orange City Municipal Hospital after
several months of illness. Professor Phil
Patton represented the college at the
funeral services held in Heber Springs,
Arkansas. Below is Northwestern's
tribute to Grady, compiled by Chaplain
Ray Weiss.

insincere attitudes and was intolerant of

all role playing."
His wit would
puncture the fronts that we erected. He
was committed to justice. Wit used to
destroy the false, was the gift he used to
work for the good. He deeply cared
about people and wholesomeness in all
of our society, therefore he continually
used the gift he had been given.
Grady brought to those of us in
northwest Iowa the touch of the
southern gentleman, the politeness, the
gentleness, the courtesy, that so much of
American life now lacks. He also
brought to us an example of an
independent
person
quietly,
but
forcefully holding his own position free
from arbitrary and dishonest pressures.

The
students,
faculty
and
administration of Northwestern College,
Orange City, Iowa, join with all of the
friends and relatives of Grady Holland
in mourning his being taken from us in
this life. Mr. Holland served students at
Northwestern College for 16 years from
the fall semester of 1962 until his illness
this fall. He taught English and
Journalism and was the advisor to the
school paper, The Beacon.
The faculty and the community
remember his able and pungent wit. It
enlivened faculty coffee breaks, the
classroom, chapel services and the pages
of one of the local newspapers. While
his wit was entertaining, it was much
more. It exposed the foibles of our
college life, our Christian professions,
our community and our nation with the
same kind of skill used by a political
cartoonist. His wit was rooted deeply in

reflected in the hospitality of that home
and in his faithfulness and kindness to
all his friends.
Grady loved life. Some concrete

the

his

expressions of this are found in his love

Arkansas roots and influenced by
literary giants like Chaucer
and
Shakespeare to whom he felt himself
akin in their human values and their
ability to reveal the truth behind human
life-actions by barbed but meaningful
words. Grady was a Democrat, so it can
be understood that some of his humor
was prickly in largely Republican Sioux
County, Iowa, but as one of his faculty

for chess, football, his banjo, and
literature. In chess he liked the faster
moving game. It was not simply a game
to him. Its logic, therefore, its beauty,
absorbed him. In football he was a
continual Arkansas fan through their
successes and defeats. His banjo
sustained the memories of the life of
Arkansas. He would share his songs
with his wife and friends and on rarer
occasions, the whole college family.
Literature was his life's profession. His
gift was to give new, fresh, sharp'

"down

colleagues

home"

has said,

wisdom

of

his wit was not

directed against any particular group;
but rather "he was irreverent toward all

Home,

with his wife was a special

place to Grady-a
place for security,
warmth and relaxation. The quality of
his gracious

southern
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upbringing

was

insights into meanings which his ever
active mind had discovered.
His
Shakespeare class had one of the best
enrollments in the department.
Grady
was
committed
to
Northwestern College. He continuously
taught overloads to help out his
department's needs. He did this without
complaint. He was not an elitist, but
rather was a friend of all people. We
have lost an honored colleague and
friend.
Our hope for this life and the life to
come is Jesus Christ our Lord who by
his death and resurrection defeated
death and made eternal life possible for
us. It is in this hope that we say goodbye

Selections from Grady's "Nuggets and
Dust" column in The Democrat (of
Orange City and Alton) follow.

to our brother, with the confidence that
God cares far more even than we can.

We have committed Grady to his love
and his mercy.
This tribute from Northwestern would
not be complete without saluting
Grady's wife, Ruth. We have watched
her love,

her graciousness,

and

her

strength in the midst of what had to be
great pain in these last weeks. All the
beauty, kindness and nobility that we
have observed in her through the years,
shone through her tender care for her
husband in his last difficult weeks. We
send you, Ruth, our special love and
prayers for God's continued grace in
your life.
0

Quotation of the week: When Walter
Mondale was asked recently what he
thought
Jimmy
Carter's
greatest
accomplishment
was so far,
he
immediately answered, "His selection of
the vice presidential candidate."
The remark sounds a bit flippant, but
there is a flash of humor about it that
you don't quite expect from most Veeps
and Veep candidates. Consider Nixon,
Johnson,
Miller (Barry's partner);
Agnew, Ford, and Robert Dole.
00000o
For those persons addicted to the use
of the word "lengthy" as a substitute
for the simpler adjective "long" -as in
"it was a lengthy program," or "his
sermon was somewhat lengthy. "

Add these words to your vocabulary:
"breadthy, "-' 'widthy, "-and
"thicknessy. " You will demonstrate a fine

feeling for measurements, and you will
also impress a lot of people.
00000o
The Old Prospector invited personal
disaster last week - by breaking a chain
letter. The letter didn't give him much
choice. Either he had to pay a rank
stranger $37.50 with the unclear hope of

,
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reaping a huge financial reward, or
suffer the dire and dreadful calamities
coincidental with breaking the chain.
The O.P. followed the lines of least
reluctance, and he is now calmly
awaiting his fate.
00000o
At the invitation of a good friend, the
Rev. Cal Rynbrandt, the O.P. spent a
pleasant hour or so leafing through a
book entitled "Wit and Wisdom of
Good Pope John." Pope John XIII,
who died in, 1963, was perhaps the
greatest of all popes, although he
undoubtedly considered himself the
least.
He was a gentleman-in the original
sense of the word-that is, a "gentle"
man. One brief quotation from the book
tells much about the man: "All days,
like all months, equally belong to the
Lord. Thus they are all equally
beautiful. "

00000o
Alice Cooper, lead singer for the rock

group of the same name, is recovering

from a bout with alcoholism. Cooper
once said that it took a case of beer just
to get himself into the proper shape for a
concert.

And a man of the Old Prospector's
acquaintance said that it took just as
much beer for him to prepare himself to
listen to an Alice Cooper concert.

"Last Call,
Flight 101 to Pluto ••• "

by Ed Mortenson
"But Dad, what's wrong with cards?"
I wailed.
"They're evil, Son. Bad men use 'ern
to gamble, and people who worship evil
spirits use 'em to foretell the future and
such rot. Understand?"
Frankly, I didn't understand. My little
two-week-old
cards had never seen
The Classic (USPS 116-1;D), Northwestern
College, Orange City, Iowa Entered as second
class matter at the Pest Office at Orange City,
Iowa Published quarterly as the Bulletin of
Northwestern
College, Orange City, Iowa
51041, Volume :<J, No. 2, Winter 1979.

anything more evil than a few games of
"500", and wouldn't likely to have in
the future,
either.
But they were
confiscated, and I had just lost round
one of many rounds pitting harmless
joys against a strange style of thinking
which says that a thing is evil if it has
any connection with other evil.
My first victory came on my twelfth
birthday. I received a .22 rifle from my
dad, and Mom nearly exploded.
"How can you bring a .. a ... a gun into
this house?" she gasped. "Soldiers use
guns to kill people! So did cowboys and
mafia men. Poachers kill harmless ... "
On and on. If it could, my poor can-
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plinking .22 would have blushed with
embarrassment.
Had not Dad been a
hunter when he was a boy, I never would
have had a chance.
I was learning that adults really like
this logic-they
actually
seemed to
prefer it to good, sound logic when they
had the choice. For example, do you
know why one is not supposed to bring
switchblades
home
from
South
America?
"Get rid of that thing, for heaven's
sake!" she clucked.
"Ah Mom. This is the best knife I've
ever had. It's sharp, and the tiny point
on it is great for cleaning parts with little

strike that; cards are evil.
As you might guess, I had to put up a
terrific fight before I could buy a
motorcycle. The fact that I only wanted

"That reminds me," I interjected. HI
won't be wearing shoes any more. Shoes

a small, quiet, "old ladies" type of cycle

across just-waxed floors. Shoes are
responsible for carrying people into

didn't change the fact that motorbikes
have a filthy connection to bearded,
long-haired,
leather-jacketed,
weedsmoking, beer-drinking hoods of the
Hell's Angels variety. I mean, is it not
perfectly logical to assume that if I were
seen putting about on a cycle, no matter

how small, I would immediately be
labeled a rough rider from the wrong
side of town?
Recently another controversy has
given opportunity for this incredible sort
of logic to indecently expose itself: can
rock music be sacred? The argument put
forth is that rock music is not an
acceptable form of presenting the gospel
(even to rock-oriented people) because it
has been profaned by its association
with
drug addicts, revolutionaries,
rioters, Satan worshippers, drop-outs,
H •.•

homosexuals and sexual deviates, Black
Panthers
and
White
Panthers,
motorcycle

gangs,

voodooism,

discotheques,
brothels, dives, strip
joints, and filthy musicals ... " The fact
that rock music is a mindless thing with
no intent of its own (good or bad) seems
to make no difference to the Platos of
this reprobate reasoning.
But, alas, if you can't beat 'em, join

'em, they say. I let Mom know I had
joined her side when I announced that I
had sold our T. V. set.
"Why on earth did you do that?" she
screeched.
"Well,

Mom,

I've

been

thinking

about all the sex and violence on T. V.
these days, and I decided we don't need
such a perverted instrument
in our
house."
"But we don't watch that stuff," she
wailed. "Little House on the Prairie was
nooks and crannies, and ... "
"You shouldn't have such a thing.

continued this week, and ... What did
you do with the money; how much did

Gangsters
and
,hoodlums
use
switchblades to stick people, to rob old

you get?"
"Well," I began. "You know they say

ladies, to cut tires ... "
"But Mom, you know I wouldn't do

money is the root of all evil (people lust
after it, kill to get it, use it to buy drugs,
Pontiacs, and other evil things), so I
traded the T. V. for a Bulgarian fish net
instead-you probably can't get into too

those things. Besides, this knife is safer
than a jack knife-it locks open unless I
press

this

button,

so

it won't

ever

accidentally close on my fingers."
"You can't keep it, and that's final,"

came the sharp reply. "Besides,
switchblades are illegal in the States."
Aha! Funny she should mention that
now after my brilliant sales pitch. I guess
she needed an ace in the hole-oops,

much trouble with one of these."
"What!" (The sudden scream nearly
caused an ear-plugged chain saw man on

the next block

to

jump out of his tree.)

"You threw away a 400 dollar television

for some moldy fishnet? We can hardly
afford to buy you shoes, and you ... "
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have been used to kick puppies, kick out
windows, stomp flowers, and track mud

'discotheques,

brothels,

dives,

strip

joints, and filthy musicals.' Shoes .. ." I
was cut off by a clunk of Mom hitting
the floor in a dead faint. I would have
loaded her into our van and taken her to
the hospital, but I held to my newly
acquired code of ethics and avoided the
van. After all, vans are used as illicit sex
dens and no decent person should have
anything to do with such a machine. It
was excruciating to have to watch Mom
die of a concussion while a van sat

conveniently in our garage, but I held
out.
Later, when I realized that I could
keep myself pure even in the face of such
difficult circumstances, I began making
out a list of all the profane things that a
truly righteous person would laboriously
avoid. Movies headed the list, since
many movies include bad language, and
some portray immoral sex thereby
incriminating

all movies.

Motels

were

out of the question since they're often
used for promiscuous reasons. I could
never again drink coffee because drunks
often drink it-I
wouldn't
want
anyone to think that I was a drunk! I
would have to learn to eat with my
hands because table silverware had evil
associations:

knives have always been

popular murder weapons, and forks
immediately bring visions of little devils
which, as everyone knows, are directly

opposed to all right. Spoons were
contaminated simply from their intimate
acquaintance with knives and forks.
A sharp pang of conviction gripped
me as I realized that this list I was
working on was also foul-lists are used
by black marketers, crime syndicate
kings, and hit men. Slowly the truth
dawned on me: the civilized world was
corrupt; I'd have to get away from it all.
I'd have packed my bags and headed for
some waste land right then, but everyone
knows that traveling bags were used by
traveling con men and rip-off artists,
so ...

Ed Mortenson of Orange City wrote
this essay while a student
at
Northwestern last year. It was one of
several works of prose and poetry
included in a new campus literary
magazine, THE SPECTRUM.

Arie Brouwer
During

1978 Alumnus
of the Year

Homecoming

festivities

in

September, Northwestern celebrated the
accomplishments of Rev. Arie Brouwer
('52) as our 1978 Alumnus of the Year.
While on campus, Arie shared some
memories of his two years at
Northwestern Junior College and some
thoughts on his current position as
General Secretary of the RCA.
As a freshman,

Arie was assistant

editor, and as a sophomore, editor of
The Beacon, the campus newspaper.
During his sophomore year a weekend
snowstorm trapped
commuters on
campus. For entertainment students
held the first square dance in N.W.'s
history. The Beacon headline the
following week read: "New Era Dawns
for N. W." As editor, Arie was invited to
President Wezeman's office "for an

intimate conversation about my editorial
judgement!"

One of the big dorm questions while
Arie attended N.W. was, "Which state

\

is better, Iowa or Minnesota?"
"It
sounds corny now, but a friend of mine

went halfway through a window during
that type of discussion,"

he remembered

with a smile.
Many people find their mates while at
N.W., and Arie was no exception. His
first date with his wife, Harriet, was the
last night of their freshman choir tour.
During their sophomore tour, Robert
Baar, choir director, was not supposed

to let students know where other
students were staying.
Somehow Harriet's location for the
Denver evening leaked to Brouwer. He
proceeded to visit her. Returning to his
neighborhood, he discovered that all the
houses in this development area looked
alike. Not wanting to sleep on the curb,
Brouwer decided to try a house. It was a
wrong choice. He entered the home,
only to be greeted by a family, complete
with husband and shot gun. After a
quick explanation the correct home was
found. The house next door.
Following two years at Northwestern,
Brouwer moved on to Hope College
where he received his B.A. in 1956. Next
he attended
Western
Theological
Seminary, graduating in 1959. After
seminary he planned to go to a small
country parish where he could spend
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•

•

Rev. Arie Brouwer, General Secretary of the RCA
"Political and legislative action is important, but must go hand in hand with prayer and worship. Otherwise, t~e
political action is without root, without hope. We have the hope of a new heaven and a new earth. We know that In
the end Goo will work things out."

time studying. Brouwer ended up in the
Reformed Church of Corinth near
Byron Center, Michigan-happy,
and
ready to serve. Later, in the late 50's,
early 60's, when public interest in urban
parishes was high, Brouwer was called to
serve a congregation in Passiac, New
Jersey. He could not refuse the call.
"It was mind blowing to serve that
church,"
he explained.
"Dutch,
Spanish, Puerto Rican, Polish-I was
able to get a new sense of religion
crossing cultural lines. "
While serving these two churches
Brouwer began to use his administrative
gifts. He served the RCA as a member of
the Board of Superintendents of New
Brunswick Theological Seminary, the
Theological Commission and the Board
of World Missions.
Most notable in this time period is his
service as the first chairperson of the
newly created Board of Theological
Education. From that position, Brouwer
supervised the process which brought
together,
under one council, the
theological programs of the RCA's two
seminaries:
New
Brunswick
and
Western.
In 1968, the Reformed Church
appointed
Brouwer
Secretary
for
Program. In 1977 he was elected to his
present position of General Secretary,
the highest administrative office in the
denomination.
"I like to work. I work hard, and 1
enjoy it." Part of this hard work
concerns church growth-important
to
the RCA and to Brouwer. When he
discusses this point he dwells on three
areas: first of all, the need to come into a
community with Christ and "wear the
clothing"
of that community-not
saying, "this is what we are like, be like
us," but instead, embracing as much of
their way of life as is possible while
sharing the gospel of Jesus Christ;
secondly, the definite necessity of good
leadership for the congregation-a
leadership
offering
support
and
encouragement; thirdly, the fact that the
congregation must be led by the Spirit,
faithful to Christ, and responding to the
problems of the community.
Another
important
concept
to
Brouwer is church unity. His work on

the National Council of Churches is part
of this conviction. "When I speak of
church unity, I do not mean building on
'super church'. Instead, I hope we can
enrich lives, not build walls. The ability
to pray together, have pulpit exchange,
share worship, share the Lord's supper
and participate in a common ministry
are all part of this objective.
"In my travels for the mission board I
have seen Christians in many different
cultures
and of many different
persuasions. All have a common hope.
"During my trip to Venezuela last
year, while looking for a new
.partnership in mission, I had an
experience
that
made
a lasting
impression on me. We visited a
Pentecostal church-a
church with a
passion for the gospel, an involvement
in social action and a commitment to the
unity of the church. What a powerful
experience to be in a place where all
three were visible. The Reformed
churches don't do that so well. We need
to learn how. "
This learning involves creating an
awareness
allout
the
churches'
responsibility of insuring people the
opportunity to live "human lives."
When talking about this issue, Brouwer
is quick to quote John 1:12, "They were
given power to become children of
God." "This means that all needs must
be met," he explained, "physical,
spiritual, emotional and psychological. "
This emphasis on full human life is
reflected in his position as one of the
vice-presidents of Bread for the World,
a Christian citizens' group dedicated to
political and social action which will
insure the rights of all persons to proper
food.
Another dimension is accented by his
work on the Humphrey-Hawkins bill
with Coretta King, the widow of Martin
Luther King, and Jacob Klayman, a
labor representative. The hours, he
finds, are incredibly long, and all for
"two or three lines in a bill," he
explains. "I am encouraged however.
My contact with Coretta King made me
aware again of the church's role in civil
rights legislation. I am convinced that
King did not give his life in vain for that
cause .
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"There's
always the danger of
becoming so obsessed with problems
that you lose your sense of being," he
continued.
"At those moments I
remember Martin Luther spent four
hours a day praying because he was so
overburdened. In the midst of our
struggles, we too, need to spend time
alone with God.
"Political and legislative action is
important, but must go hand in hand
with prayer and worship. Otherwise, the
political action is without root, without
hope. We have the hope of a new heaven
and a new earth. We know that in the
end God will work things out.
"That's what keeps me going," he
concluded. "Believing that what I'm
doing is part of what God is doing. He
wants His will done on earth as in
heaven."

Brouwer is a 1952 graduate of Northwestern Junior College. While a studeot
he served as assistant editor and editor
of The Beacon, enjoying some memorahie moments in these positions as well
as on choir tour!

"A Time to Approach

Everyone's talking about chapel again
this year. But it's not just "Should we
require chapel or shouldn't we?"-it's
"When should chapel be required?"
"What should happen in chapel?" and
"If chapel is to be worship, what is
worship?"
The Chapel Steering Committee,
made up of several students, professors
and administrators, have discussed these
issues extensively. Some of their
thoughts follow.
Steve Ray, Associate Dean of Student
Life:
"A Christian college which holds as
its motto that ' God is light,' and takes
seriously the corollary that all truth is
God's truth, ought to make full use of a
chapel program to consider, as a
Christian community, as many facets of
God's world as feasible. The chapel
program ought to be the unifying
element of the liberal arts experience. It
ought to be the expression of the body of
Christ in worship as a vehicle for
inspiration and instruction, as well as
a place and time for investigation of issues
that concern Christians in the world."
Galen Kaemingk, Senior from Lynden,
Washington:
"I think it is very important that we
realize there are many more ways to
worship than just the conventional
method used every Sunday at church. To
me, if the minister's message doesn't get
me to think, then that church service
didn't mean as much to me as it could.
The same goes for chapel-if
any
interest is stirred up, or even maybe a

few toes stepped on, then the students
and faculty will have an opportunity for
growth."

Rev. Ray Weiss, Chaplain:
"The purpose of chapel, as I see it, is
to be basically worship. Worship is a time
for approaching and appreciating God.
Worship
can take many forms,
... [including] everything from celebration
of God's goodness to us through music
to instruction in the Christian life.
"I believe a time of community
worship can and does enhance the sense
of Christian unity on a campus where
students are involved in a variety of
studies. It says, 'though we may be in
arts, theater, phys. ed., biology, or
education,
there
is a
unifying
commitment. .. [bringing) everything under
the Lordship of Christ to his glory and
the common good.
"Worship must be free, but at the
same time the Christian community has
a responsibility to expect a free
adherence to a certain discipline."
Tim Vander Ploeg, Senior from
Paullina:
"Maybe Northwestern needs a time
when students are forced to examine
critical issues in Christianity, but it
should not be at the expense of worship.
Worship is a duty of Christians.
Northwestern claims to be a Christian
college; should we not then have a time
when we can worship God together?"

Bonnie Van Dyke, News Director:
I

'One

must

ask

the

meaning

of

worship while discussing the issue of
chapel. In the Hiedelberg catechism we
are taught that man is to 'enjoy God and
glorify him forever.' Worship must be
the enjoying of God. This is done not
only through the traditional service, but
also in debates, movies, concerts and
other presentations. Forms can vary, as

we explore all the dimensions of living
with Christ as the center of our lives."
Karen Roetman, Senior from Sheldon:
"I agree that true worship cannot be
anything but voluntary ... yet I feel that
required chapel can be used as a positive
feature of NW if it is structured
properly. If a certain day (or days) of the
week were designated as worship
services and students were made aware

of
the
significance
of
these
days ... perhaps they would enter these
services with a different attitude. The
other days of the week should be used as
more
i,pformative
programs
with
emphasis on broadening the students'
knowledge of world issues and looking
at these issues in a Christian
perspective. "

Paul Borgman, Associate Professor of
English:
"As an arm of the church, a Christian

Delores Smith and Sherry Stubbs,
Senior from Hartley and Sophomore
from Bondurant:
"We believe chapel is a time of
worship
a time of praise and thankfulness
a time set aside from our
busy schedules to honor God. In order
for us to worship effectively, we should

liberal arts college should hold corporate
gatherings on a compulsory basis for the
purpose of teaching; this teaching
should always have two components, (a)
a Biblical witness to (b) contemporary
cultural problems and challenges ...
"To provide liturgical worship is not
our purpose as a Christian liberal arts

worship 'in spirit and in truth' ...
through prayer, music and instruction."

culture from a Biblical perspective is."
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institution;

providing

illumination

on

and Appreciate God"

Melanee Stevens, Sophomore from
Fountain Valley, California:
"Chapel is a unique opportunity for
the student body and faculty to gather
and experience the fellowship of Christ's
body. An underlining structure should
exist with the purpose of meeting the
spiritual needs as well as challenging the
Christian and his viewpoints ...
[on]
controversial issues."
Barb
Halsey,
Freshman
from
Springfield, South Dakota:
"Chapel is a time during which people
should be able to express and apply their
beliefs. It is a place where people should
be challenged to further themselves
through instruction and experience.
"When the Christian body begins to
relax and feel secure in its situation, that
is the time when it needs most to seek
and accept instruction and challenges ...
The issues that are often the hardest to
deal with ... are the ones which need to
be brought out.
"Minds must be continuously stimulated if any growth is to take place.
People must be able to question before
they can discover and affirm their
beliefs. "

Since last spring, a trial chapel policy
has required attendance on Wednesday
and two of the remaining four days.
Attendance slips have replaced assigned
seats,
The committee discussed the value of
having one required day for all. Those in
favor stress the need for the campus
community to unite as a body, while
those
opposed
emphasize
the
unfavorable worship conditions this
massive gathering causes, in part due to
the presence of those who do not want to
be there. Mention must also be made of
the insistence by some that forcing
people to worship is wrong, while others
say that students willingly choose to
worship in chapel by coming to
Northwestern. The committee proposed
that no one day be required of all
students, but that they be allowed to
pick any three of the five days each
week. The faculty are presently
evaluating
present
and
proposed
attendance policies.
In regards to content, the committee
stressed a need for provoking students to
thought and action within the context of
chapel programs, as well as offering
times for traditional worship. Thus,
beginning on a part-time basis this
semester, chapel content will develop as
follows:
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Monday through Wednesday-focusing
on a theme or question,
both
contemporary
issues and
biblical
concepts, using film, debate, addresses,
question and answer times, drama.
Thursday-a
traditional worship time,
when possible attempting to incorporate
the week's theme.
Friday-devotional
time (sing and share
times, music groups,
multi-media
shows,
visitors,
retreat
speakers.
students). On this day an alternate
chapel in a large classroom will usually
be provided.
Consecration Week and the week of
Staley Lectures will continue as they
now exist.
Pictured
above are Steve Ray,
Galen
Kaemingk, Ray Weiss, TIm Vander Ploeg,
Delores Smith, Sherry Stubbs, Bonnie Van
Dyke; below, Karen Roetman, Paul Borgman,
Melanee Stevens, Barb Halsey.

RalphMouw

Teaching's still exciting even after 31 years!

When the U.S. declared war, Ralph
went to officers candidate school in Fort
Sill, Oklahoma, graduating as a second
lieutenant in May, 1942. His job was
training

How does one stay teaching in the
same college for 31 years and not
become bored? According to Ralph
Mouw, professor of mathematics, it's all
in your philosophy of teaching. "If you
are teaching subject matter, the job
might get old. But if you view the work
as teaching people, there is no static
situation at all. People are always
different. "

Ralph grew up in the Orange City area
attending a country school for eight
years,

moving

on

to

Northwestern

Academy and N. W. Junior College and
then receiving a B.A. in math from
Hope College in 1940. He next worked
on a farm a short time while waiting for
his number to come up in the draft. In
September, 1941, he entered the army,
signing up for one year. But history
changed all that-December
7, 1941,
Pearl Harbor.

"cadre"

(groups

that

went

now? "I try not to think about it. I can
see the necessity for war when other
means fail to stop something that is
drastically changing the world from
what it was intended to be. We have a
responsibility to the country in which we
live. We share its blessings and live here
in relative safety. It seems the country
has the right to require us to serve in a
timeofwar."
After leaving the army, Ralph went to
the University of Iowa for graduate
study in math and physics. Receiving his
M.A. in 1947, he began teaching at
Northwestern College the same year.
Why Northwestern?
"While
in
graduate school I had made the decision
to teach at a church-related school. My
choice was between N.W.J.C. and St.
Olaf. The president of N. W. impressed
on me the need for our family to come
this way.
"I have always felt that Northwestern
is the place I could make a contribution
to the young people of this area and the
Reformed Church,"
he continued.
Besides teaching, Ralph served as Dean
of Men from 1956 to 1967.
Someone who has been part of N.W's
community for 31 years notes many
changes. Among the most noticeable for
Ralph are the growth in facilities and
staff, and the areas of learning students

overseas), in Yakima, Washington in the
winter and in the Mohbi Desert during
the summer. This work involved
mathematics and surveying. While
training Ralph discovered his love and stress.
ability for teaching.
"In the early 60's with the Sputnik
He returned to Orange City in era, science and math were very
October, 1943, to marry Genevieve important. These classes had heavy
Slothouber '38. On December 21 of that enrollments. Then in the late 60's, early
year, Ralph went overseas to help 70's, the movement was towards the
prepare for D-day as an executive officer humanities and social services. It
of an artillery battery. He was part of appears that the swing is returning to
the June 6, 1944 Normandy invading science and math.
force and remained in Europe until the
"Certainly it is advantageous for
U.S. met the Russian army, being part
anyone to take math, especially in our
of the Battle of the Bulge and the day and age. Computers are so very
campaigns
for
Northern
France,
present in almost any discipline that a
Rhineland and Central Europe.
working knowledge of mathematics is
Ralph received the European-Africancrucial. "
Middle Eastern Theatre campaign
Most enjoyable for Ralph are his
ribbon with five bronze stars and the hours in the classroom. "Most of my
Bronze Arrowhead, awarded to the time is spent going over material I
members of the invasion forces hitting already know," he explained. "The real
the beaches of Normandy. He left the challenge of my teaching is explaining
army after five years of service as a the
material
so
that
students
captain.
understand."
His
classes
include
What are his thoughts about the war
calculus. differential equations, abstract
-10-

Mouw, Professor of Mathematics
"I have always felt that Northwestern is the place 1 could make a contribution to 'the young people of this area and
the Reformed Church. Most of my time is spent going over material I already know. The real challenge of my teaching
is explaining the material so that students understand."
Ralph

algebra, plane trigonometry and college
algebra.
Ralph's enjoyment in math is also
reflected in some of his other activities.
Since 1950 he has been the official
timekeeper at all varsity football and
men's varsity basketball games. Lately
he has been enjoying math art. On graph
paper one works out an abstract math
system which ends up looking like a tile
design. "My wife always jokes and says
she is going to use the designs for a
quilt," he smiles. "I never sit down to
watch television without graph paper
anymore. It's amazing how the systems
turn out."
Other hobbies for Ralph include
traveling, camping, fishing and hunting.
During his sabbatical the Mouws visited
Europe for three months. "We had one
of the most wonderful experiences of
our lives, observing different cultures
and visiting universities. We tried to stay
in homes and meet as many people as
possible." Using a Eurail pass, with
their own very loose schedule, the
Mouws' trip included visits to London,
Brussels, Copenhagen,
Stonehedge,
Stockholm, Munich, Rome and Paris,
where they spent their 34th wedding
anniversary.
The Mouws have three children, all
graduates of N.W. James '68 is
currently working in Iowa Falls as a
math teacher, with his wife, Brenda
Klein '69, an interior decorator. Sandy
'68 received an M.A. in physical
education and is now living on a farm
with her husband. Edwin '70 is
employed at United Hydraulics in
Hampton,
Iowa,
working
with
industrial computers. Prior to that he
worked as a junior high math teacher.
Each of the Mouw children have two
children of their own.
Ralph Mouw loves people and
delights in serving them through his
teaching. "I enjoy my colleagues on the
staff very much. And the caliber of our
students has done much to enrich my
life. I've learned from them and with
them.
"One of my greatest joys is seeing
graduates go on and really excel around
the world," he concluded. "That makes
teaching most worthwhile."

...
•
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Ralph Mouw (left) enjoys
math. His love for the subject
Is reflected in his responsibilities as official time keeper for
the varsity football and men's
varsity
basketball
games.
Lately, he has been enjoying
math art (below). One works
out an abstract math system
which ends up looking like
• tile design.
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MOD 8

It's the second mile and there are three
more to go.

AReal
Team

"I think a lot about not quitting,"
said Gary De Waay, Sheldon freshman.
"Yeh-s-I have to remember I'm
running for the team and if I quit we
could lose the meet,"
added Doug
Tjeerdsma,
senior from Springfield,
S.D.
The harrier paces himself, starting
fast but not too fast, knowing where
he is in the race and where he wants
to finish, trying to figure out how to
gain. "One of my strong points is hills,
so J think about how [ can pick up
ground on them," said Doug.
He keeps a teammate in sight, or
someone who's a little better. He knows
he's gonna be able to run the first
mile and the last-but
in-between tries
not to sag.
He prepares himself for what's ahead
if he knows the course; if he doesn't,
he tries to be prepared for anything.
And he thinks positively. He's run two
miles and still going (not thinking about
the three more!).
The Northwestern cross country team
can run. They finished first in two invitationals and earned the can ference and
district titles and 21st place in the national meet (out of some 400 NAJA
schools). Al and Dwayne Camarigg,
senior and junior from Sanborn, and
Doug Tjeerdsma,
were named to alldistrict team, and Coach Stan McDowell
was named District 15 Coach of the
Year. Six guys were also named to the
all-conference team.
It's not that Stan recruits guys from across the country. "We feel we've got a
lot of talent in our backyard," said
Stan. "The seven guys who ran at

nationals live within a two-hour radius
of Orange City. "
Sure, they have talent. But to excel
they also know hard work; cross country
takes
as much dedication as any
sport," according to Stan. The moans
and sweat become bearable only because
the guys made a habit of talking while
running, about everything from the chapel
on world hunger to the strange ways of
women. So besides being running mates,
they're confidants.
"When you're running by yourself,
it's just you and the road," explained
Doug.
"And the road gets the best of you,"
added Pete Stevenson,
senior from
Meriden.
"But," continued Doug, "when I run
10 or 12 miles with someone, before J
know it we're done. It's like being on
automatic pilot."
Coach Stan McDowell usually runs
with the guys too. "I don't always run as
far or as fast but J enjoy their
company," he explained. "It makes me
appreciate their talent. And J don't ask
them to do anything J wouldn't do."
Stan's attitude in itself boosts the
team spirit. Once, after having run the
first three miles during a practice last
year, it started raining, then snowing.
But Stan ran with guys the entire 11
miles more. "I gained a lot of respect for
the coach then," said Pete.
Besides
running
and
reflecting
together, the team united this fall for
several other occasions. "I knew talentwise we were good,"
said Stan.
"Physically the guys were prepared for
meets. So we did some expanding into
other areas."
The other areas began with a practice
II

at Newton Hills-a

mini retreat for all

runners and wives. Later the team ran a

benefit race for Handicap

Village in

Sheldon, running "for those who can't
run," said Stan.

In mid-October they were asked to
lead a Maranatha service, an informal

Sunday night service for students. "We
didn't have any earth-shattering things

before a full day of athletic events-for
people to "get together to sing and share
and pray," said Stan.
Part of the team's decision to "share
themselves"
with others was their

feeling that "we as athletes have a better
opportunity
than most to set an
example," explained Stan.

just shared ourselves," said

Stan.

All in all, the cross country team gave
backbone to the freshmen's first year at
Northwestern, and growth to the entire

"But it was from our hearts, deep
down," added Mark Adamson, senior
from
Cherokee.
"There
was
no
phoniness. "

team.
"Were the closest athletic team I've
ever been on," added Pete, "We're
cross country brothers, brothers in the

to say-we

And
informal

the

team

"praise

sponsored

gatherings"

student body on Saturday

small
for the

mornings,

Lord, and good friends. I wish everyone
could be on a team like this."

On the way to a 21st at natiooals: Doug Grave,
Gary De Waay, Doug Tjeerdsma, Pete
Stevenson, AI Camarigg, Dwayne Camarigg,
and Mark Adamson. Other team members are
Dale School meester, Mike Redwing, Rick
Navis, and Jeff Vander Velde.

Pilgrimage to Joy
Dr. Bruce Lockerbie, Chairman of the Fine Arts Department
at The Stony Brook School, Stony Brook, New York, lectured
on campus in November as part of the Staley Distinguished
Christian Scholar Lecture Program. The following is a
selection

from his lecture series, "The Timeless Moment":

Reflections on Art and the Christian.
Some years ago, when he was then president of the
University of Chicago, the late Robert Maynard Hutchins
wrote,
The crucial error (in education) is that of holding that nothing is any
more important than anything else; so the course of study goes to pieces
because there is nothing to hold it together.

And Aldous Huxley, speaking of deficiencies in education, has
described graduates this way:
They come out into the world. highly expert in their particular job, but
knowing very little about anything else and having no integrating principle in terms of which they can arrange and give significance to such
knowledge as they may subsequently acquire.

He rescued us from the domain of darkness and brought us away into
the kingdom of his dear Son, in whom our release is secured and our
sins forgiven. He is the image of the invisible Goo; his is the primacy
over all created things. In him everything in heaven and on earth was
created, not only things visible but also the invisible orders of thrones,
sovereignties, authorities, and powers: the whole universe has been
created through him and for him. And he exists before everything, and
all things are held together in him .For in him the complete being of
Goo, by Goo's own choice, came 10 dwell ... This is the gospel.

Then Paul goes on to declare that in Christ "lie hidden all
God's treasures of wisdom and knowledge." This is the central
core of creative and redemptive truth for the Christian, and he
must see and know everything else in relationship to this fact.
From this center all else may flower forth; to this center all
must return. The Christian makes a claim that is allencompassing, unremitting in its absolutism. It announces, as
Calvin Seerveld says, with "scandalous intolerance," that only

by confessing that the man Jesus is also the Incarnate Lord of
the universe, "the complete being of God," can one begin to

know and understand the universe in which we dwell.
The Christian claim also declares that when these principles
of belief in a created cosmos submissive to the Creating Lord
What is lost, therefore, is the center of meaning, for are energized, character is altered, behavior is affected, and the
integration in education is possible only if learning is bound up sentient spirit of man perceives that wholeness can replace
with the life principles by which learners are taught to measure fragmentation. One can come to know that, indeed, the whole
is greater than the sum of its many parts; that there is a
themselves and the world around them.
I speak as a Christian who is a teacher-a teacher who is also meaning to be found, even in the apparent void. In short, when
a Christian-but
there is certainly nothing uniquely Christian one comes to acknowledge that Jesus is Lord, faith shapes life
"Nothing
to
hold
it
together" - "No
integrating
principle" -no central core of meaning from which ideas may
radiate; hence, no possibility for wholeness, for integration.

about such an observation.

The inherent relationship between

and life, in turn, derives its essence from faith.

What makes a so-called Christian school or college different
learning and life's principles undergirds most ideologies.
What, then, is the Christian world-and-life view? Where from its secular counterpart is this very reality, a world-and-life
does the Christian stand? What does he see? The Christian view that gives purpose to a community of scholars who call
stands at the foot of the Cross and at the door of the Empty themselves Christians. But in such an institution, the worldTomb. The Christian looks out and sees mankind in his fallen view from the Cross and the Empty Tomb may not be merely
condition; he sees that God the Creator was in Christ one of many options but the categorical imperative derived
reconciling the world unto himself; he sees that life may be from the authority of Scripture.
redeemed and a new relationship with God made possible
The school or college whose point of view is Christian offers
through the power of the Resurrection. All this is declared the only choices for educating whole persons: the fear of the
succinctly in St. Paul's letter to the Colossians:
Lord as the beginning of wisdom and personal redemption
through Jesus Christ. The Christian knows that the only

The vocation of teaching-the art
of teaching-belongs to anyone
who acknowledges that he has
been called by God to teaching.
The teacher so committed purposes to make his teaching whole
and wholly Christian. This means
teaching that integrates who he is
with what he knows.

alternative to wisdom is ignorance; the only alternative to life is

death.
The vocation of teaching-if
you will, the art of
teaching-belongs
to anyone who acknowledges that he has
been called by God to teaching. The teacher so committed
purposes to make his teaching whole and wholly Christian.
This means teaching that integrates who he is with what he
knows. For purposes of illustration, I know of no better
example than Geoffrey Chaucer's model of the scholar and
pilgrim, the Clerk of The Canterbury Tales.
A year or so ago, as newly confirmed communicants

in the

Anglican Church, my wife and I journeyed to Canterbury, the
first seat of Christendom in England. We arrived much like any
curious tourists; yet after only a brief time there in Canterbury,
like the poet E. W. Oldenburg, [ was changed from sightseer
-14-

Dr. Bruce Lockerbie, Staley Distinguished Lecturer
"The Christian radiates joy in his vocation. He is no mere bookworm, grinding out his pedantic chores. He is no
time-server, no lackey of the American Federation of Teachers. He does not regard his work as ajob but a calling--the
high calling of Goo ill Christ Jesus. equal in function to the several other vocations enumerated in the epistles as
making up the body of Christ."

A pedant prides himself on
knowing what no one else knows;
a teacher, on the other hand,
takes joy in sharing what
he knows with others. Whereas
pedantry is an infection of
pride and selfishness, the
vitality of scholarship is sharing.
into pilgrim. For while in Christ Church cathedral, I gazed in
awe down the great nave to the altar where priests of God have
ministered since the 11th century; [ bowed in reverence at the

shrine of the martyr Thomas Becket; I stood before the chair of
St. Augustine, marking his mission in establishing the
Christian Church in England in the year 597. These and other
monuments throughout Canterbury illumined the past,
mediating the grace of God through history and its examples of
faithfulness. Yet while there in the precincts of Archbishop
Coggan's

cathedral,

with many converging

associations

of

history and literature filtering through my mind, the figure of
Chaucer's Clerk became clearly etched, springing to life in this
memorable phrase,

••

And gladly would he learn and gladly teach.
Such simplicity informs that line, its straightforward thrust
controlling whatever might be said about it. In only eight
words, Chaucer has given a working sketch of the Christian
scholar's characteristics. In dwelling briefly on these attributes,
I would not try to complicate what has been so simply
expressed: I wish to speak of the Christian's joy in learning and
teaching.
The Christian radiates joy in his vocation. He is no mere
bookworm, grinding out his pedantic chores. He is no timeserver, no lackey of the American Federation of Teachers. He
does not regard his work as a job but a calling- the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus, equal in function to the several
other vocations enumerated in the epistles as making up the
Body of Christ. He labors without apology for the fact that his
particular calling does not happen to place him in some other
form of service-as
a jungle village evangelist or Bible
translator or mission hospital surgeon. He honors those
vocations no less, but certainly no more, than his own.

Two aspects of his work give the teacher cause for joy. First,
he knows that his art finds its highest place within the
wholeness of God's truth. He is not subject to the folly
prevalent in some spheres, even some claiming the tradition of

Christian schooling-the [oily of relegating religious concerns
to a department and then setting out to get on with the real
business of learning in a secular vacuum. Instead, the Christian
has committed himself to belief that at the very center of all
-15-

wisdom and knowledge stands the Lord of the universe. The
Christian agrees with Erasmus: "All studies ... are followed for
this one object, to know Christ and honor Him." Thus
whether his research be etymology or entomology, his art in
language or in landscape gardening, the teacher, the artist,
engages in an act of praise whenever he explores new ranges of
the realm where Jesus Christ is king. And from the work he
performs, in its loneliness, its tediousness, its frequent failure,
and its occasional immediate reward, he takes a benediction of
joy, knowing the satisfaction of service as unto the Lord.
A second reason for joy inherent in the privileges of
scholarship results from sharing. No research carried on in
isolation has any value of itself until dispensed among
colleagues; no experiment, no musical composition, no
painting or poem locked in a cabinet reaches natural
fulfillment until the scholar, the artist, displays what he has
discovered for others to enjoy and criticize. I may be fighting a
losing battle, but this very point undergirds my argument for
requiring my students to provide documentation-footnotes
and bibliography-for
their research papers. I want them to
learn as early as possible that a pedant prides himself on
knowing what no one else knows; a teacher, on the other hand,
takes joy in sharing what he knows with others, and joy in
properly attributing the sources of his knowledge so that others
can benefit with him. Whereas pedantry is an infection of pride
and selfishness, the vitality of scholarship is sharing. In a word,
the Christian who teaches cares more for those with whom he is
learning than he does for learning itself.
Glad in his vocation, the Christian also rejoices in its
corresponding privileges and responsibilities. He is both
learner and teacher. He knows the paradox of his profession:
that, when he ceases to learn about his subject, he loses the
power to teach. As a genuine scholar, he knows the value of
questions; he understands that, while there may be ignorant
and even insincere answers, there is rarely such a thing as a

stupid question. He respects the inquiring mind, but he shuns
any suggestion of intellectual superiority. The Christian recalls
what Comenius said, "God does not call us to heaven asking us
smart questions. It is more profitable to know things humbly
than to know them proudly."

Any real teacher teaches not what
he knows but who he is. His
inescapable responsibility is to be a
guide pointing the way to Christ;
to be an example of Christ-like
behavior; to reflect in his learning,
and living "the glory of God in the
face of Jesus."
-16-

What is the Christian learning in order to teach? Along with
his art, in which he labors to achieve proficiency, the Christian
strives daily to learn how best to incarnate in his life the mind
of Christ. "Let this mind be in you," says the 1611 version of
Philippians 2:5, "which was also in Christ Jesus." The mind of
every Christian must be the mind of Christ, particularly in its
attitude toward truth. For it is not merely an acquisition of
data that we seek, not just an accumulation of knowledge, but
genuine wisdom whose source is a reverential awe for God and

his truth revealed in Jesus Christ.
From that quest for truth grows a natural desire to learn
more about God's written revelation in Holy Scripture. To be
bib iiically informed is the obligation of every Christian-not
only theologians and Greed exegetes but also those who teach
anthropology to zoology. Knowledge of the Bible requires
somewhat more than snatches from Daily Light or attendance
at an occasional chapel service; it demands more than three or

four survey courses to satisfy a diploma requirement. An
ongoing personal study of Scripture needs an outlet, a chance
to check and be checked against the whole counsel of God. Are

Paul declares that in Christ
"lie hidden all God's
treasures of wisdom and
knowledge. " This is the central
core of creative and redemptive
truth for the Christian, and he
must see and know everything
else in relationship to this fact.
From this center all else may
flower forth; to this center all must
return.

we who teach in schools, colleges, and seminaries claiming to

be Christian willing to be utterly honest? Then let us ask
ourselves, when is the last time we carried out a thoroughly
analytical study of a biblical text? Let our administrators,
business officers, alumni representatives, and other staff ask
when they last set aside time to learn on a regular basis from
Bible scholars in our own institutions.

In too many cases, the

enterprise called Christian education has deceived itself into
supposing that minimal requirements in biblical studies and an
index of taboos are sufficient to shape the Christian mind. We
have grown dull to the fact that, unless the teacher is steeped in
the Word of God, his classroom can become as secular as B.F.
Skinner's box.

St. Paul's instructions to Timothy avoid both sterile method
and pedantic exercise, illustrating instead the very essence of
what Harry Blamires calls "thinking Christianly". The teacher
tells his pupil, " ... for your part, stand by the truths you have
learned and are assured of. Remember from whom you learned
them; remember that from early childhood you have been
familiar with the sacred writings which have power to make
you wise and lead you to salvation through faith in Christ
Jesus" (2 Timothy 3:14-15, NEB).
"Remember what you have learned," St. Paul tells Timothy.
Teaching is often the act of reminding someone of what he
already knows; or showing a student the practical applications
of that knowledge. But Paul also says, "Remember from
whom you learned." for teaching is also a communion

of one

spirit with another. Any real teacher teaches not what he knows
but who he is.
"Example is the school of mankind," said Edmund Burke,
"and they will learn at no other." In Chaucer's Clerk, we have
been presented with an example whose virtues deserve
imitating-joyous
learning, joyous teaching. But even so
estimable a scholar as the Clerk of Oxenford must have his
off days; and so, we must look to a more reliable example.

Alfred North Whitehead declared, "Moral education is
impossible apart form the habitual vision of greatness." In the
context of his remark, Whitehead intended to point to classical
literature as the source of that habitual vision of greatness. The
Christian, however, knows a far more worthy example.
Facing every speaker in the chapel at the Stony Brook School
is this pulpit inscription,

"Sir, we would see Jesus."

It is a

direct reminder of the inescapable responsibility borne by every
Christian: to be a guide pointing the way to Christ; to be an
example of Christ-like behavior; to reflect in our learning,
teaching, and living "the glory of God in the face of Jesus
Christ" (2 Corinthians 4:6, NEB). For therein lies the teacher's
joy.
How can such integration be achieved? By asserting the
distinctives of education in the name of Christ. Foremost
among them is the sine qua non: No school claiming to be
Christian without a unitedly believing faculty. Secondly, we
need to assert the study of the Bible itself-not handbooks or
commentaries-at
the heart of the curriculum. Its teaching
must be with all the rigor and imagination befitting both the
world's greatest literature and the Word of God. Thirdly, the
student body must consist largely of young people sympathetic
to the purposes of the school. But it ought not exclude those
who by their very presence provide real opportunities for
evangelism. And before such students come to any personal
commitment in faith, they ought to be accorded the dignity of
responsible dissent and disbelief. Lastly, an institution
dedicated to upholding the Person of Jesus Christ ought to
promote the fellowship of a community of Christians, meeting
for worship on a regular basis. Certainly a product of that
common worship should be its growth into service beyond the
borders of the campus.
What is God calling you to do? Do it with joyl

-17-
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Reviewing NW's
• •
mission
The Board of Trustees met on
campus October 16-19.
In his report to the board,
PresidentH..
virgil Rowenhorst
challengee/the members to take
seriously three responsibilities: •to
review the mission of Northwestern
and the manner Tn which that
mission is being accomplished; to
be concerned about the role of
Christian higher education among
the yoang people they know; and to
take an active role in the "Call to
Commitment" fund ralsing cantpaign.
Painting an •exciting and hopeful
picture of the college's future,
Board Chairman Robert Hoogeveen
of Sheldon commented on the
increased enrollment,NW's largest
ever, OO~ and. Improved.retention
rate. He challenged the board to
work hard at their positions on the
standing committees where ..they
dealt with varices aspects of the
college.
"TOe board was generally pleased
with the reports presented to them
concerning.' ·our programs,"
reported Rowenhorst, "They were
excited about the atmosphere and
attitude of oor students and also
requested that the. administration
continue to initiate. new programs
further emphasizing the Christian
commitment nf the college and the
Reformed world and life view,"

New facility
named
Rowenhorst
Student Center
The Board of Trustees announced
in January their decision to name
the new student center the
Rowenhorst Student Center.
If .i~•under the imaginative
leadership and commitment of
President H. Virgil Rowenhors~
his wife Shirley,and their family
that the center is becoming a
reality.

President
Rowenhotst and
Parents o( the Year,VemeU and I.e
Roy Woudstra, with Tony and
Jackie De Groot, Karen, Earl,
Heidi, and Faye.

Woudstras #1
Parents in '78
During the November 4 and 5
Patents' Days. festivities, Mr. and
Mrs, LeRoy Woudstra oJ: Orange
City were honored as Parents of the
Year.
Students were asked for nominees
and criteria [ast. spring ... These
nominations were individually. read
by each ruember rof the Awards
Committee. The. committee, made
up of ••representatives. from the
alumni association,
board of
trustees, faculty and administration, then selected the Parents of
the Year.
LeRoy is part owner •nf Orange
City's wccdstra's Meat Market
Vemell is currently employed
parf-tlme ·at De Vries Interiors in
Orange City. Their children are
lim '74, who plays professional
basketball in Holland; Jackie (Mrs.
Steve De Groot) '75, and Earl '78,
both employed at NW; Heidi,
sophomoreatNW;
and Faye,
freshman at UnityFfigh School,
Orange City. The Woodstras'
daughter~in~law. Karen, is current~
Iy a senior at NW. The Woodstras
also have two grandchildren.
Parents' Days were coordinated by
students Linda Vander5toep and
Mark Remme with assistants Heidi
Woodstra and Tom Behrens.

Faculty:
Baroque and
distinction

Mobil Oil's

Dr. Rodney Jlskool, prctesscr nf
organ at NW and organist at the
American Reformed Church. presentedia-recitafon
December ·5.
The recital included a wide variety
William W.Rich.,.dson, assistant of'works .from.the Baroque period
to the chairman.
Mobil Oil of Bach to contemporary French
Corporation; was. NW's Woo:Jrcw composers such as Langlais) as well
as arrangements
of familiar
Wilson Visiting Fellow November
l3 through 17. The fellowship Christmas carols. During. a 'spring
program isnatiooal
in scope, leave, Jiskoot will study organ in
bringing persons from all protes- the Netherlands with Bernard
Bartelink oJ: St. Bave Cathedral.
sions to small liberal arts campuses
to help tstimulate student awareness. Besides speaking in a variety Kenneth Boo, member of the NW
music Faculty. presented a piano
of classes, Richardson gave a public
lecture entitled "The Free World recital December to. The program
Energy Dilemma" and spoke· in included selections from all major
chapel on t!i¢"Sbcial Responsibili- style periods of the l8th, 19th and
at
tyo£Multi.National Corporations." ~h centuries. Inhisftrstyear
NW, Bcs teaches piano. class piano
and exploring music, and directs
the chapel choir.

Richardson
atNW

De Zeeuw gift

A gift of $8,583.66 was received
from the estate. of Miss Anna De
Zeeuw, designated for the chapel
fund. Miss De Zeeuw was ~ life
long resident· of .Sioox Center,
passiilgawayin.1977~ Several ofhet
nieces and nephews were students
atN.W; in past years.
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Dr. Earl WiIIi_
Kennedy.
professor of reHgiOQ. presented two
lectures at· Westminster Theological Seminary, Philadelphia, Penn·
sylvania, November 21. Under the
auspices
of The HarryA.
Worcester Lectureship and Publi·
cation Fund, Kennedy· spdce on

-

"The Relation Of Charles Rod&\' to
Francis Turretin."
The topic is
related to the subject of his doctoral
dissertation.
A minister
of the
Reformed
Church
in America.
Kennedy has been a member of the
NW faculty since 1%3.

Wanna
volunteer?
Ail o1uritaty .ActlonCenter is now
guiding Sioux County volunteers 10
Institu tions

and

needingassistance;
David Chandler, as.istant protesOf philosophy, has completed
work on his doctoral dissertation in
compliance with the requirements
of Southern Illinois University. He
wi1l·offichtlJYJe~iv¢ihisdegree)l1
June. In a letter to President

sor

individu.als
Skilled ·voluIl~

teers .ate matched .with.: agencies'
needs and their individual talents.
.~tmea~nqiesdQ
their owti
training, V(jlunteersarecurrentfy

providing ....services .in .. programs

RQ\\iel1:htirstfrom the universitythe.

including transportation,
tutoring,
boosework, 'Big Brother-Big Sister,
grandparent·gtandchild
adoption,

department
noted that "all that
remains nOW is thathe turn ill his
retyped dissertation, and then the
grantin~ of the degree in June will
bea there formality;. From thepoint
of view of the Department
of
Philosophy here, he is already a

Student administrators
of VAC
who receive' academic credit for
their work are John Ter Bees! of
HUll, Vivian Neville of Moville and
Kathy Van De Brake of Sioux
Center. The program is ron in

meals on wheels and.vlsftaticn.

doctar"';""\Vith •.distinction."
Chandler
is teaching
Man$> this semester.

"Western

Who's Who
among students
The 1978-79 edition of Who's Who
Among Students
III American
Universltl .. and Colleges will carry
the names of 19 NW .students who
have been selected as being among
the country's
most <JUtstanding
campUs leaders.
Students named this year include:
from Orange City, Lori Lynn Balt,
Daryl lay BeUman, Edward Hart
Schreur,
Carol Ann Tjeerdsma.
Barbara Jean. WeiS$;frornRock
Valley, Ruth Bakker; from Sioux
Cel1ter;Pebta
··Bromtnet;
.from
Snoborn. Alan Lee Camarigg: from
Stromsburg, Nebraska, lim Chris·

~n~nifrotnCeda,r Gr~~~ Wisc()t1~
sin, Larry L. Duenk;

'Oitk ...·Fredrick

from Stanton.

Lindner;. from

Jreton, Melodee Ann Ldckhorst;
from Glidden,
Margaret
Anne
Peters: from Buffalo Center, Susan
Lynn Risius; from Sheidon, K""en

JoR6etrnan;

.fromBelIllond,~

Reginald R~e

Smidt; from Alton,

Dawn. -Rebecca 'T~' .Britlk; •.frOro
Middletown,

New York,

LeeVanderM6ero;
Fall., South
Wiekini

I

Christy

arid fttlJTlSi(nx

Dakota,

Kim Emrin

Viv NevWe, Jo/tn
Van De Brake.

Ter

Beest, Katby

Christmas

cooperation with the Orange City
Department
of Social Services,
sociology associate professor Stephen Cobb and the district
Voluntary Action Center,

has been

granted

choruses

carols

.

CQritempowynature,'.asweUas

1l1~.rnbership. in the . <2hristian
College Coalition, an organization

piecesby

classical compesers.: were

also Iecludeddn theprogram,
Kimberly Utke is director of the
choir.

of regionally accredited liberal arts

colleges

committed to the preservetion of their Christian distinctive·

The

ness.

Choral

Readers

performed

c(),Ijcertsib ncsfheasrem Iowa from

Warbling across
the country

December

1-3, visiting churches in
Goldfield
and Marathon.
Their
program
consisted of a combination of Old

Evansdale, Parkersburg,

The 42-voice Acappella Concert
Choir traveled in Colorado, Utah,
California, Arizona and Oklahoma
December 29 throogh January 9.
This year's program
included

Pi~tlet~sch:orales from "The

three

from Spain, Holland and Englnod,
two pieces by R. Vaughan Williams
and additional hymns nod spirituals;
A chamber groop performing
instrumental
selection.
and the
Heritage Singers (a small select
gtoo p) presenting
songs of a

NW in Christian
College Coalition
Northwestern

Story",

frOillHarIdel's"¥essiah'\

and NewTestament

stmes,music

and contemporary acco.ttltirelating
to the Scriptures. R. Keith Allen is
the director
of the 34-member
group,

•

Tour Europe ...
Dr. and Mrs. E.W. Kennedy will
direct a tour of Europe JUQe 22-July
6, concentrating on moot of the
Dutch provinces and New Polders

plUS. G~rrnany. Switzer1and,W.es~
tern
France,
Luxemburg,
and
Belgium.
Witte
Associates
of
Grand
Rapids,
Michigan
will
sponsor the tour, assisted by the
NW alumni office. Inquiries may
be directed to the Kennedy< or the
Alumni Office.

Or maybe the
Near East?
Dr. Lyle Vander Werff, prnfessOl:
of religion. will dire.t a sixteen·day
tOUr to the Near East, May 15
through 30.
Tbe tour will include Egypt (scene
of pyramids, pbaroohs and the
Exodus), Jordan (land of Ammo.
nites, the two.and·half tribe. and
early Christinoity), Israel (a land
with its own unique
history
stretching ftom Abraham to Jesus
to today's churcl\) and Greece (the
coontry of Plato and Paul).
Vander Werff served in the Near
East with the Arabian Mission of
(continued on next page)

Near East trip continued-

Dutch melodies

the Reformed Church.
He had
returned with a study group in
1974-7Sandas
a member of an
archaeological team in 1977.

The "Hervormd Ketkkoor" from
Kampen, a lOS-voice Dutch choir,
appeared in several area communities October 16-18. Through the
cooperation of Northwestern, Central College, and friends
and

The Netherlands.
Instructor of organ at the Institute
of Church
Music in Utrecht,
Holland. Bartelink Is also organist
for the Concertgebcuw Orchestra,
Amsterdam. Currently he is on a
recital tour of the world.
Barteltnk's program consisted. of

alumni •.. the choir celebrated its

several contemporary Dutch pieces.

40th anniversary
United States.

a number
by Bach,

More information is available on
requestf'rornVander werff iu care
of the Department of Religion and
Philosophy, Northwestern. College.

with a tour of the

WORDS OF APPRECIATION
·The faculty of Nodbwestem

passe d .the. foUowiDg s_t

College, _tlng on November 16, 1978,
or appreclall... to }.'resIdent H. Virgil

The faculty of Northwestern College wishes to express jointly what. many
of US have-expressed to)loo individually, tbatis,oor respect and cer
appreciation for your leadership and the devotion that you have given and

are giving to tbe·develOpmentof.·oor·institution.
Yea came to us with a strong dedication ·t() Jesus;

{lit Lord. This was
evidenced in your inaugural address with your adoption for yourself of the
cOl1vidion,"Ifyou have the faith,GOOhasthepower."

Y au came to us fromoutside of academic circles, but yoo have grown with
us a'i. we have continue~ to ask the. important. questions . about the
directions
a Christian
college should take and the direction
that
Northwestern should take in particular in strlving.for academic excellence.
In a few short years you have become a valued spokesman for the Christian
liberal arts.. giving support to what is fundamental in Northwestern's
vision.
You have. given strong leadership in the CalI to CommIllneot program
We know that yOUsee this not as a commitment to bricks and mortar, but
to present and futnregenerationsofNorthwesteIIi
students. YOllhave

ofthesefacilitiesasa

means for enhandngtbe

opportu nity for total personal gr(>Wth and for enriching the social and
spiritual dimensions of our lifeasaChristian
community Qflearning.
We, as.~.faculty, salute you and offer .our cOmrnendation, praying that we
may cQntmue to labor together for the realization of Goo's purp",e in the
future of Northwestern College.

Funny and tragic AdamaudEve
A cas! of 22 studen~ participated
on stage
in the October
proouction
.of
Betto1t Brecht's mooet;n: classic
The Good Woman of SeUuOll.
Student
actors represented
all
areas of the nation,
includmg

California,

·CoJorado, Indiana,

Florida and Maine.
Set in the half· westernized cily of
Setiuan,the. play.· used. all oriental
motif in cooturnes,rnusic.and
stage
design. "We .. usedcontemporaty

Chinese costumes, but.did not dye
everyone's hair black and try to
make all the actors look oriental/'
commented Director Steve· Peder·

son. "That w as in keeping withthe
spirit of Brecht, who always wanted

his audience aware that they were
watching theatre, not real life.
HTheplay was especiallyexcifing
as a .theatre. piece .because
it

spanned
a. whoJerange
of
emotions.." statedPedersQll. .•· .. At
times it wasvdryfunny and at other
times quite· tragic."

The Creallon

The Lady Raiders won their third
straight conference title in tennis,
hut only after a tough tussle with
Dordt;

Karen wccdstra

of Preludes and Fugues
and an improvisational
werkrHe .has received numerous
awards
for his improvisational

combined fora third doubles win,

or

the. World .... d
by Arthor Milkr,
the November 16 and 18 student
theatre pr(Xluction, was directed by
senior John Weygandt. a theatre
major from Sheboygan
Falls,

Other BosIn ...

Wisconsin.
Students handled all the major
responsibilities for the shOW; Keith
Allenand Steve Pederson, assistant
professors of theatre and speech,
acted as advisors. Tom Heiman '78,
theatre departmeI1tassistant,;
was
in charge ofsetc6nstruction.

and

saw varsity action. Earl

Young soccer
squad
A young
NW soccer squad
completed a 4-S campaign. just

missing the conference playoffs. by
half a game.

work and

"We'll have nine of eleven starters

are also included.

back,plus

T~C5e• interested .in submitting

To the playoffs

Improvising
by Bartelink
Berrtard Bartelink, one of· three
organists ,,1St Bavo Cathedral in
Haarlem. The Netherlands,
pre-

sented an Qtgan recital at American

Reformed Church November 21,
St Bavo's is the largeitcathedralin

-.....:20.;..;.

said

Volleyball: 14·4
The NW volleyball team capped a
14-4 slate with a fifth !,Iace finish in

being defeated by Concordia of
Moorhead in the playoffs. Named
All· American (Div. Il) and All-Dis·
trict IS were Arden Keune (left)
and Blaine· Duistermars.Other
NW men named to the Dis!. IS
team were Elson Schut1.T()m
'[)cV rics; . Lyle Lundgren,
Mike
Calvert, Marty Guthmiller.
Terry
Fitzgerald,
Dennis}?eft.trs,
Jerry

Reuvers and Orv Otten~Head
Coach Larry Korver·was .muned
District IS cooch of the year.

several subs,"

Coach. Ray Reid. "If everyone
comes back, we should have a good
shot at contending
for the
playoffs."
Doug De JongartdDenny
Van
j{ley arethegrrtduating
seniors,

materials for the pu blicatlon-are
encoaraged to send their work to
The SpecllcUJlltn care of the Public
Information Office;

team finished

woadstra

coached his: first Season.

a cbancevtorexpress

The NW football

the

Van Cleave and Linda
Stoep
held
the top
fOt·NW; while.·. Marcia
Willterhof and Karyn DeBoer also

Public. Information Office, Northwestern COllege.
Accordingtostudent
editors Mary
Lu Albertson
and Mary Van
Rheeuen,
the purpose
of The
Spectrum is "tenjoyrnentiplus, it
will give students, faculty and

!tssea5on with a 9·2 record, rated
seventh.·inNAIA ..Division·Il after

Dordtin

JoAnn

funny essays, short stories and
poems by Northwestern people, is
available upon. request from the

photographs

topped

Vander
positions

The Spectrum, a new, once-am?nth literary magazlrie containing

alumni

NW

conference meet; 19-18.

Express yourself

themselves.vvArr,

won the third

singteschampionship
and Deb
Orthei took the fifth singles title.
Judy Bergman and Nan Benson

work;

Rowenherst,

seen the construction

Tennis takes
conference title

the state.
FinishingsecQttd

in thecQn-

ference behind Briar Clift; the
Lady Raiders placed Cindy LUdwig

on the •all~cooference first team.
Ludwig, receiving the· honor for
the third time,. was unanimeus
choice for captain of the stellar

unit.
NW also placed Judy Lundt and
f

Laurie Bawinkel on the. second
team

Alumni News
Edwin J. Aalberts, Registrar
State University in
Minnesota,
was
presented
a
Lifetime Honorary Membership in
the Upper Midwest Association of
Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers held recently in
Rochester, MN. Ed will officially
retire from his position as registrar
at the end of 1978. The Honorary
Membership
was presented
by
Harold Vander Laan ['491 who
served this past year as President of
UMACRAO and will continue on
the Executive
Board
as Past
President for the coming year. Also
present at the ceremony was Jack
Wielenga ['53]. Director of Admissions at the University of Northern
Iowa Ed graduated
from N.W.
Junior College in '35 and earned the
B.A. degree at Hope College and
the
M.A.
degree
from
the
University of Michigan in 1941.
From 1946 to 1954 he was an
instructor and Dean at Northwestern.

Tennessee
State University.
He
holds a Ph. D. degree from the
University of Wisconsin in Madison.

35 of Bemidji

41 Ceel

Vanden Brink is assocdated with the Agricultural
Weather Service at Michigan State
University in Lansing, Michigan.

4 Leroy B. Ketel,

partner in Sayler, Thorstenson & Co., Rapid
City, S.D., was elected president of
the Sooth Dakota Society of CPA's,
Inco at their annual meeting last
September
in Aberdeen,
S.D.
Ketel's presidency privileges him
as a member of the Cou neil for the
American
Institute
of Certified
Public Accountants,
and he will
serve on the Council for one year.
Ketel and his wife Jocly have three
children and they reside in Rapid
City. S.D.

5

Lee R. Landhuis,
M.D.
was
named
president-elect
of the
Eye Bank Association of America at
a recent meeting held in Kansas
City. Dr. Landhuis, an Ophthalmologist, is vice-president of Eye Consultants, Inc., and is an Assistant
Clinical Professor of Ophthalmology at the University of Missouri
School of Medicine. He is also a

Mildred

Van Rookel Vande
is a student
teacher
supervisor for Central College in
Pella, lema Her husband, Henry,
is the Publications
Manager for
Rolscreen and is presently pursuing a Master's Degree in Mass
Communication
in Advertising at
Drake
University.
The
Vande
Kiefts have a son, Joseph Anthony.

60 Kieft

61 John
Leo Landhuis
member of the Board of Governors
of the Eye Research Foundation of
Missouri,
Inc., and is medical
director of the Lions Eye Tissue
Bank located at the Foundation.
The Columbia based eye-bank is a
charter member of the Eye Bank
Association of America which was
founded in 1961 for the purpose of
promoting and standardizing
eyebank
activities
throughout
the
country. There are presently 65
affiliate eye-banks.
In a recent
survey made by the organization, it
was found that in 1977, 8,711
corneal transplant surgeries were
performed using tissue processed
by the member eye-banks and that
there
are approximately
1,564
people on waiting lists for the
sight-saving tissue.

56 Bob

Hoogeveen was a recent
recipient of the 1978 Sheldon
Citizen of the Year award from the
Sheldon Chamber of Commerce.
He was cited for his efforts in the
establishment of Handicap Village
in Sheldon of which he is director.
Bob was formerly principal of the
Sheldon High School and currently
serves as chairman of the Boord of
Trustees of N.W. College.

Leonard
59 W.
professor
communication

Lee is associate
theatre
and
arts at Memphis

of

T. Mouw is among the
contributors in the November
issue of Instructor magazine, which
is a nationally circulated magazine
used by more than a million
elementary teachers and educators
and the oldest continually
published magazine in the educational
field.
Marvin

Boelman
currently
as elementary principal
for the Brandon-Valley schools in
Valley Springs, S.D. Upon graduation from N. W. in '65 Marvin
taught 6th grade in Grundy Center
for six years and at Ames for three
years. In J974 he became principal
at the Adair-Casey
Community
Schools, from 1975-78 he was
elementary
principal
for
the
Union- Whitten Schools in whitten, ICM'a Mrs. Boelman is the
former Pat Kock '68.

65 serves

68 PanI

Anade
Otbow
was
recently appointed
to be in
charge of a large agricultural
development
project in the Secthem Sudan-a project financed by
the
Netherlands
Government.

69 Joyce Lukkes

is a case worker
assistant for Native American
Urban
Transition
Program
in
Denver, Colorado.

70 Artbur

D. De Gool works for
ICM'a Beef Pack in Emporia,
Kansas.

Elaine
[De Koter 1 Eisele
is
teaching in Onawa, Iowa Elaine
and her husband Mike are the
parents of a son, Rory Scott.
Harlan Stienges
is now Area
Director of Region IV Services for
the Developmentally
Disabled in
the Columbus,
Nebraska
area
Marcia
[VanGorp
1 S tien tjes
recently
received
her Master's
Degree in Vocational Business from
Kearney
State College and is
presently teaching in the Silver
Creek, Nebraska schools, Harlan
and Marcia are the parents of two
children, Kristie and Greg.
Terry MuUer has become the
pastor of Trinity Reformed Church
in Allison, IO\Va after serving as
assistant pastor at the American
Reformed Church of De Motte,
Indiana Mrs. Muller is the former

Laura Krenn '70.
Simon
Mori
Didumo
was 71 Byron Bulthuis
has
67 appointed
speaker of Soothern
circulation
manager
Sudan Regional Legislative Assembly in Juba recently. He also serves
on the cabinet as His Excellency
Simon Mori Didumo, the Minister
of Culture and Information.
(This
information was sent to the Alumni
Office by Harvey Hoekstra who
served as a missionary to Africa
from 1963-1977 and presently serves
as Vice President of the General
Synod of the Reformed Church in
America Earlier we had received
information that Simon had been
shot and killed.)
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become
for the
Daily Sentinel in Le Mars after
serving three years as ofice manager
for a Le Mars shopper paper. Byron
has a degree in speech and drama
and taught
in the Le Mars
Community
School system
He
currently serves as an ambulance
emergency
medical
technician,
National Guardsman,
and choir
director of the Calvin Christian
Reformed Church
in Le Mars,
Byron and Linda [Masterbergen]
Bulthuis are the parents of two
sons.

Du Wayne Hanke
serves as
associate
pastor
of the
First
Reformed Church in Pella. ICJ\.Va.
The former Dorlta Schneider '72 is
Mrs. Hanke.

Alums defeated in November

72 George De Vries m is an anes-

thetist at a hospital in Champaign, Illinois. George and his wife
Pat [Van Wyk] '71 are the parents
of a daughter.

David Vellinga and his wife, the
former Nancy Ver Steeg '73, live in
Iowa Falls where Dave serves as
hospital administrator. He formerly
held a similar position in ICJ\.Va
City.
ThOll:lM Koskamp
is assistant
plant manager at Wapsie Valley
Creamery, Inc. in Independence,
ICM'a He
was
formerly
in
Marshfield, Wisconsin. The Kcskamps are the parents of two sons.
The former Donna Field is MI1.
Kcskamp.
Steve King, executive director of
the
Plymouth
Coonty
Work
Activity Center in Le Mars, was
recently notified of his selection
into the master's
rehabilitation
degree program at the University of
San Francisco. He was one of 22
chosen from throughoot the nation.
Steve was hired as the first
director of the Plymooth Coonty
Work Activity Center in January
1973. Mrs. King [Kathy Oolman
'71] teaches junior high math in the
Le Mars School system The Kings
have twin sons, Tim and Tom.
Bruce

74 High
Lansing.

Dykstra
School
Iowa

is teaching
Science
at

Glenn Van Eketen has become
manager of a new Standard Office
Supply store in Sheldon, Iowa.

75 Clayton

Korver is engaged in
construction
work in Dallas,
Texas.

Doug Ritsema was elected to the
State House of Representatives for
the State of Iowa in last November's
election.
Bob Vander Maten is currently
attending Oral Roberts University
in Tulsa. OK. Bob and his wife are
members
of the World Action
Singers and are seen on national
television on Sunday mornings.

76 Daryl

Hoogeveen is employed
by the National Federation of
Independent
Business with head-

Doug Rl"'ma
quarters

in Sioox Falls.

77 William

Hallett is a buyer for
Pu,lIman Standard in Chicago,
IlL, a division of Pullman, Inc.
Lillian Schouten is a monitor in
guidance and career counseling in
Fon du Lac, Wisconsin.
Dan De Koter is attending law
school in IO\JIa City. He formerly
attended Calvin College.

Tom Van Rooyen was recently
awarded a trip to Switzerland in
conjunction with an I8-month sales
project for Life Investors Insurance
Company of America.
Anita [plantago]
Bomgaars
is
teaching physical education at the
United School District of Boone,
Iowa,

Ron Falknor
is a compu ter
programmer for Boroughs Corporation at St Paul, MN.

78 Rosalinda

Go Ong is at home
in the Philippines
making
plans for graduate school.
Marilyn
technician
pital.

Tjeerdsma

is a medical

at the Orange City Ha;-

Joel De Vries is attending
school in Salem, Oregon.

80 Paul

law

Vander
Aarde is attending Iowa State University
studying electrical engineering.

Basketball is a game of endurance.
That's no great revelation, but it
did tell the story when the alumni
took: on the Red Raider varsity
squads.
The women alumni raced to a
32·24 halftime
margin
in the
opener, only to fall 71-45 by the
final buzzer.
Their male counterparts also took
the upperhand in the early going.
claiming ? " -39 bulge at the
midpoint ber. .~ fading, 94-82
Sandwiched
between the games
was the first annual "Loyal Fan of
the Year Award." Supported by
the Raider Rooters, the award is
designed
to symbolize the numerous Raider fans both within
Orange
City and outside
the
immediate area.
Accepting plaques were Ollie Van
Citters, Bill Korver, and Wilbur
De] ong, all of Orange City, Harold
Kaemingk of Sioux Center and Roy
Hoogeveeu of Lester.
Former women students on the
alumni team included
Marcene
(Boertjel Cox '72 of Boyden; Mary

Ver Steeg '72, Joyce Van Beck '73,
Marilyn
Denekas
'76, Brenda
Meyer '76, all of Orange City;
Cindy Fliss '73 of Central City;
Vicky (Birchard) Henderson '74 of
Luverne; Joyce (Winterhof) Bahrke
'75 and Miriam Van Riessen 'Bl, of
Sioux Center;
Shayla (Pingel)
Krieger
'75 of Petersen;
Deb
(Rauwerdink) Vander Schaal '77 of
Remsen; and Connie Burgardt '78
of Forest City.
Former men students were Jerry
Van Es '71 and Tony Weiler '76, of
Le Mars; Gregg Ba;ch'72 of Cedar
Rapids;
Jim Townsend
'72 of
Clficago; Dave Aalbers '73, Glen
Bouma '74, Lyle Korver '78, Tom
Van Rooyen '77 and Earl W ccdstra
'78, all of Orange City; Tom Estes
'73 of Little Rock; Roger Kempers
'73 of Sioux Center; Dave Sikma '74
of Momence; Harry Vander Pol '74
of Alton; Mark Johnson '75 of
Mallard;
Bob Keyser
'75 of
Sheldon;
Roger Stock
'76 of
Emmetsburg; Batyl Hoogeveen '76
of Sioox Falls, S.D.; and Phil Mess
'78 of Doon.

New alum board members
Four new members were elected to
the
board
of the
Alumni
Association for three year terms.
They are Joyce [Wlnterbof
'75]
Bahrke,
Dennis
Durband
'76,
Gene Hiemstra
'76, and Sue
Schutte '73. Two new members
were appointed to fill unexpired
terms of two years, I.em Koster '64
and loyce [WoIbrlnkJ
'55 Van
Gorp. A t a meeting of the board
held on N avember 4, James Vauder
Velde '68 became president, Doug

Van Berkum '62 was elected vice
president,
and Peg [powell '73]
Johnson and Daryl Hibma '76 serve
as secretary and treasurer respectively. In other business, Allan De
Graaf '74 was appointed chairman
for 1979N-Day with Sue Scbutte as
assistant. Barb [Jacobs] Lubbers
was appointed parade chairman for
1979 Homecoming
with Dave
Hecree and Daryl IDb_
assistants.

Get together in West Michigan
The West Michigan Alumni have
set Friday, April 20, 1979 as the
date for their next meeting. to be
held at the Hope Reformed Church
in Grand Rapids, Rev. Richard
Welscott is pastor of the Hope

Reformed Church located at 2010
Kalamazoo Ave. S.E. Chairmen of
the western Michigan alumni are
Vernon and Mary Lou [Blom]

Bomgaars.

Nominate an alumnus of the year
Each
year
at Homecoming
Northwestern honors an Alumnus
of the Year. The tradition began
last year when Alfred M. Popma
was honored, and continued this
fall with Arie Brouwer.
The Honors Committee would
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like your assistance.
Send your
nominations
for Alumnus of the
Year
to
the
Alumni
Office
anytime: Each year in the late
spring
or early
summer
the
Alumnus of the Year is selected.

I"
~

.'
~

Marriages

Necrology

Glenda Fedders ['75] and David
Neff
Daniel Jager ['761 and Pamela
Sheplee
Charlotte Van Veldhuizen ['77] and
Calvin Vande Zande
William Allen Price ['68J and
Cheryl Jackson
Twlla Vander Melde ['76] and Jeff
Achterhof
Dnane Feekes ['78J and Marilyn
Tjeerdsma ['78J
Brian Zeutenhorst ['78] and Lau ry
Krommendyk

Elizabeth
[Roos] Bramble
('38)
passed away at her home in Oroville, California on June 28, 1978.
William Van't HoC ['20J of Jenison,
Michigan passed away on October
13 after a lengthy illness at the age
of 79. He was a graduate of Hope
College and Princeton Theological
Seminary and an ordained Reformed Church minister. He served
pastorates in New York, Pennsylvania and Michigan and was active
on several
Reformed
Church
boards and committees during his
lifetime. Since his retirement
in
1966 he had served as minister of
calling at the Third
Reformed
Church in Holland, Michigan. He
is survived by his wife, the former
Nellie De Valois ['21] and three
brothers,
including
Dr. Albert
Van't Hoi ['30] and two sisters.

Births
Mr. ('76) and Mrs. David Loveall
[Muriel Dykstra '741 Son-David
Edward II
Mr. )'68) and Mrs. Roger Westra
Son-Justin Dale
Mr. ('68) and Mrs. James Vander
Griend Daughter-Robin
Marie
Mr. and Mrs. Arnie Vermaat
[Vicki Homme '76] Daughter-Melissa Lea
Mr.
('70)
and
Mrs.
ArUn
Brenneman lGlenda Joogerius '68]
Son-Patrick Neal
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Van Kalsbeek
[Carla De Joog '72] Daughter-Heather Lea
Mr.
('68)
and
Mrs.
Harold
Wagenaar Daughter-Kari
Lou
Mr. ('75) and Mrs. Dennis Dykstra
[Karen Vander Laan '75] DaughterEmily Anne
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Leege [Kandy
King '69] Son-Taylor Lee
Mr. ('70 and Mrs. Paul Lubbers
[Barbara Jacobs '70] Daughter-Lisa
Anne
Mr.
('75)
and
Mrs.
Roger
Wickenbagen
[Gaylene Dos '79]
Daughter- Emily Renaee
Mr. and Mrs.
Leneth
Visser
[AUyson Drake '751 Son-Eric John
Mr. ('69) and Mrs. Doo Rens [Arlys
Pannkuk '69] Son-Curtis Don
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Geurts
[Sharon Dekker '70] Son-Matthew
Edward
Mr. ('70) and Mrs. Mike Aalbers
Son-Mitchell Ryan
Mr. and Mrs. Arlen Van Dyke
[Dee Debbink '78] Daughter-Kylie
Dee
Mr.
('72) and
Mrs.
Tbomas
Koskamp
[Doona
Field
'72]
Son-David Peter
Mr. and Mrs, Robert Sandbulte
[Lorraine Bruxvoort '74] DaughterJanet Lynn Nov. 20 '77

identify alumni
Last
Classic
included
the
mysterious
photo
of David
Dierenfeld
'69 and his wife
Cheryl (Lingenfelder) of Mora,
Minnesota. (top) He was quickly
identified
by
Robert
Van
Gelder '69, Cheryl (Slingerland)
Schiebout '70, Glenda (Jongerius)
Brenneman
'68,
and
Lorraine (Bruxvoort) Sandbulte
'74 (Dave's cousin).
We've been told that the above
shot is Dave in action--but we're

not
guaranteeing
anything.
Recognize
him
now,
Bob,
Cheryl, Glenda and Lorraine?
Since NW, Dave received his
Masters in Social Work at the
University of Nebraska in 1973
and
worked
for Lancaster
County
Public
Welfare
in
Lincoln until '76. Presently he's
social worker at Galleway Boys
Ranch in Wahkon, Minnesota,
a residential treatment center
for boys on the south shore of
Lake Mille -'Lacs. And he's
active at Emmanuel Baptist in
Mora--the choir, men's quartet,
and the 6th grade Sunday
School class. In his "free" time
he likes to play around on his
hobby farm, Dave says.
This next identify-ee is meant
to fool ya. The photo's not
current,
and
he's
not an
alum; but he's been an integral
part of NW for many years.
Contact the Alumni Office with
your guess.

-23-

Howard Van Gorp ['44] of Madrid,
Iowa and formerly of Orange City,
passed away October
10 in an
Ames, Iowa hospital after a lengthy
illness of cancer. He was 52 years
old. Howard was a native of Orange
City,
attended
N. W. Junior
College, and was employed at the
Farmers Co-op Elevator in Orange
City for 30 years. For the past two
years he was manager of Tri Coonty
Co-op in Madrid. He is survived by
his wife, two daughters and four
sons, including Marcia (Stientjes)
'70, Roger l'72J and LoweD and
Norian, currently students at N. W.
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